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ISSUE
In March 2022, the Government of Ontario announced a policy to eliminate the cost of two 
types of police record checks for volunteering.1 However, charities or volunteers will still have 
to pay for a third type of check which is the Vulnerable Sector Check (VSC). VSCs are the 
most comprehensive type of police check and are required for volunteers who will be working 
with vulnerable populations. The cost of VSCs for volunteers can range from $15 to $35. 
Fingerprinting is sometimes required for these checks at an additional cost. The financial 
burden of VSCs is onerous for smaller charities or volunteers with low incomes, especially if 
each organization requires a separate check.

RECOMMENDATION
Fully subsidize the cost of VSCs and associated fingerprinting requirements (if needed) when 
accessed for volunteer purposes. This should go beyond the current legislative elimination of 
fees. The legislative elimination of fees simply downloads the costs of fulfilling these checks 
on to other communities: municipalities, charities, or volunteers themselves, leaving a barrier 
to volunteering. Instead, the province should transfer funding to police services based on the 
number of checks processed each year. This change would cost $8 million, representing 0.005 
percent of the province’s $173 billion budget for program expenses in 2021–2022.

BACKGROUND
Public Safety Canada outlines several best practices for volunteer screening in non-profit 
organizations.2 Step 7 of this recommended process includes conducting police record 
checks. Vulnerable sector checks are the most comprehensive type of police check in the 

1 The Criminal Record Check and Criminal Record and Judicial Matters Check. See Government of Ontario, 
“Ontario Making it Easier to Volunteer,” March 30, 2022, https://news.ontario.ca/en/release/1001888/ontar-
io-making-it-easier-to-volunteer. 
2 Public Safety Canada, “Best Practice Guidelines for Screening Volunteers,” January 31, 2018, https://www.
publicsafety.gc.ca/cnt/rsrcs/pblctns/bpg-scrng-vls/index-en.aspx.

https://news.ontario.ca/en/release/1001888/ontario-making-it-easier-to-volunteer
https://news.ontario.ca/en/release/1001888/ontario-making-it-easier-to-volunteer
https://www.publicsafety.gc.ca/cnt/rsrcs/pblctns/bpg-scrng-vls/index-en.aspx
https://www.publicsafety.gc.ca/cnt/rsrcs/pblctns/bpg-scrng-vls/index-en.aspx
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province. VSCs are required for volunteers who will work with vulnerable populations. The 
definition of a vulnerable person based on the Criminal Records Act is:

A person who, because of his or her age, a disability or other circumstances, whether 
temporary or permanent,

(a) is in a position of dependency on others; or

(b) is otherwise at a greater risk than the general population of being harmed by a 
person in a position of trust or authority towards them.3 

Cardus’s report, Vulnerable Sector Check Costs Remain a Barrier for Volunteers, provides 
a qualitative analysis of the barriers VSCs pose to prospective volunteers and charitable 
organizations in Ontario. In particular, one of the main barriers for prospective volunteers 
is the cost of the check. The cost for a VSC varies based on the regional police service and 
can range from $15 to $35. While some organizations absorb the cost of this check, the 
majority of volunteers pay for these checks themselves. VSCs are usually only valid for 
the organization that requested the check. This means that volunteers may have to obtain 
multiple checks at an additional cost to volunteer in multiple organizations. 

POLICY DETAILS
VSCs constitute the highest proportion of checks processed for volunteer and employment 
reasons. When combined with the declining trend of volunteering in Canada, the 
Government of Ontario should do all it can to remove barriers to volunteering. 

Assessing the Current Approach

The Government of Ontario eliminated the fees for volunteers obtaining criminal record 
checks in March 2022. This policy took effect on April 1, 2022, but does not apply to VSCs. 
It is important to note that the current approach does not remove the existing cost of this 
check for police services. Rather, it is a legislative change that prohibits police services from 
charging for the screening. Consequently, police services have found other ways to recoup the 
cost. For example, Hamilton Police Services has increased the fee for criminal record checks 
needed for employment. Those types of checks are often required in the care industries (long-
term care, education, health care) that often have lower pay, and largely employ women and 
immigrants. While the goal of eliminating the fee for clients is commendable, the province’s 
failure to fully subsidize the cost of police services has had unintended consequences. 

3 Government of Canada, Criminal Records Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-47, https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/
acts/C-47/page-2.html#h-135308.

https://www.cardus.ca/research/communities/reports/vulnerable-sector-check-costs-remain-a-barrier-for-volunteers/
https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-47/page-2.html#h-135308
https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-47/page-2.html#h-135308
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Proposal for Expansion and Improvement

The proposal in Cardus’s report, Vulnerable Sector Check Costs Remain a Barrier for 
Volunteers, expands and improves upon the existing approach: 

A straightforward though modest policy proposal of this research paper is that the 
provincial government fully subsidize the cost of vulnerable sector checks, and any 
associated fingerprinting requirement, when accessed for volunteer purposes, across 
the province. If funding for this cost is transferred to municipal police services based 
on the number of checks processed each year, those charitable organizations that 
currently absorb the cost for prospective volunteers will see this burden alleviated...
Based on our model, the cost to the province for subsidizing vulnerable sector checks 
for volunteers, at $8 million, is just 0.005 percent of the total $173 billion provincial 
budget for program expenses for 2021–2022 [see Table 6 below].

Table 6. Costing Model for Subsidization of Ontario Vulnerable Sector Checks

Cost for the City of Hamilton, 2019, population 763,000*

Number Processed Cost Per Check ($) Total Cost ($)

Volunteer Online 5,989 35 209,615 
In Person 8,244 25 206,100 
Subtotal 14,233 415,715 

Employment Online 3,980 60 238,800 
In Person 6,136 50 306,800 
Subtotal 10,116 545,600 

Total 24,349 961,315 

Cost for the Province of Ontario, 2019, population 14.57 million, extrapolated

Estimated Number 
Processed

Average Cost Per 
Check ($)

Total Cost ($)

Volunteer Online 114,288 35 4,000,080 
In Person 157,356 25 3,933,900 
Subtotal 271,644 7,933,980 

Employment Online 75,764 60 4,545,840 
In Person 116,560 50 5,828,000 
Subtotal 192,324 10,373,840 

Total 463,968 18,307,820 

*2019 Census Metropolitan Area (CMA) data is taken from Statistics Canada, “Table 17-10-0135-01 Popu-
lation Estimates, July 1, by Census Metropolitan Area and Census Agglomeration, 2016 Boundaries,” DOI: 
https://doi.org/10.25318/1710013501-eng. While it is acknowledged that the CMA data includes the pop-
ulation count from areas not covered by the Hamilton Police Service, the 2019 data used here helps illustrate 
“normal” pre-pandemic counts.

Source: Hamilton data provided by the Hamilton Police Service.

https://www.cardus.ca/research/communities/reports/vulnerable-sector-check-costs-remain-a-barrier-for-volunteers/
https://www.cardus.ca/research/communities/reports/vulnerable-sector-check-costs-remain-a-barrier-for-volunteers/
https://doi.org/10.25318/1710013501-eng
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Additional Considerations

1. The Government of Ontario should further consider subsidizing all police record checks, 
including VSCs for both employment and volunteer purposes. Our modelling finds that the 
cost of this would be approximately $18.3 million, or 0.01 percent of Ontario’s $173 billion 
budget for 2021-2022. 

2. Our report also considers the limits of VSCs and their efficacy to protect vulnerable 
persons. These limitations include the under-reporting and under-prosecution of sexual 
offences. We recommend that the government study the efficacy of VSCs and work with the 
charitable sector to strengthen the process of volunteer screening. 
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ABOUT CARDUS
CARDUS is a non-partisan think tank dedicated to clarifying and strengthening, through 
research and dialogue, the ways in which society’s institutions can work together for the 
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